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A Novel Approach to Simulating Factory Control System
Problems through a PC and Four Microcontrollers
Abstract
Real-World Factory equipment often incorporates various types of communication, interface and
control features to provide reliable equipment performance and meet demanding production
requirements. This paper discusses a novel simulation project developed to address such
common problems as they may be encountered by factory equipment control systems. The
reader will gain insight about typical problems and solutions.
The module was written in Visual Basic (VB); provides a PC-Based, control and monitoring,
Graphical User Interface (GUI); and interfaces to four industrial microcontrollers. Each of these
controllers is from a separate manufacturer and programmed with a different software language,
including BASIC-52, assembly, ladder and C. RS-232 protocol serially communicates with the
VB program through four serial ports that are provided by a PC-Based RocketPort system. Bidirectional serial communication with both binary and ASCII data was developed to study,
document and compare methodologies. The GUI was designed to monitor and control factory
simulation activities, inputs and outputs (I/O) and alarm functions via microcontroller serial
communications.
The factory simulation layout is comprised of a variety of components to focus on diverse design
and assembly challenges. These include a controllable motor driven propeller with rotation
tracking capability, a closed-loop self-balancing pendulum, a hand-held pendant, temperature
and light sensors with controllable sources, a light tree, motorized cam-controlled switches and a
mechanical counter. The GUI enabled excellent serial communication with the four
microcontrollers to provide factory simulation control and monitoring. The Microsoft VB
MSComm drivers and the RocketPort system provided simultaneous and robust bi-directional
serial communications. Both binary and ASCII data communications proved to be effective
methods by providing fast and accurate control, alarming and monitoring.
Introduction
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Production factories are continuously challenged with providing a large variety of cost
competitive products with short manufacturing durations. Fast, flexible and reliable electrical
and electronic communication, interface and control systems are crucial for factory processes to
run efficiently, provide manufacturing flexibility and deliver a wide range of products.
Generally a manufacturing process is an equipment collection developed by various
manufacturers and operated with various controller types. A modern flexible manufacturing area
requires equipment integration into one seamless system. This is challenging due to
combinations of computers, microcontrollers, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s) or other
controller types. The controllers are programmed and wired to control or monitor sensors,
actuators, switches, indicators, alarms and similar devices to provide required system
functionality2.

This paper examines a project devoted to electrical communication, interface and control
concepts and issues. It was specifically developed to provide a real-world factory simulation
model utilizing four industrial microcontrollers and five software languages. Each represents a
factory control system interconnected via the RS-232 serial protocol. The model leveraged
simultaneous bi-directional serial communication with a PC-based Graphical User Interface
(GUI). The GUI was programmed with Visual Basic (VB) and provided the factory simulation
control, alarming and monitoring focal point. Several factory equipment control system
problems were encountered and solutions were developed. For in-depth learning, it was decided
to use microcontrollers from separate manufacturers and programmed with a different software
languages, including BASIC-52, assembly, ladder and C2.
The system interface and control elements were developed and demonstrated by controlling
devices based on GUI selection, sensor levels and switch states. These included a controllable
motor driven propeller with rotation tracking capability, a hand-held pendant, temperature and
light sensors with controllable sources, a light tree, motorized cam-controlled switches and a
mechanical counter. It also included a self-balancing pendulum with closed-loop manual and
GUI position control and monitoring capabilities. This proved to be the most difficult simulation
subassembly to control, so additional details will be provided later. Two printed circuit boards
(PCB’s) manually control microcontroller inputs with switches and display output status with
LEDs. Two breadboards were incorporated to provide development project support and one
contained analog signal conditioning circuits.
The reader will gain insight from the comprehensive factory simulation model since it uncovered
many real-world problems. Key factory RS-232 communication scenarios combined with
interface and control simulation solutions provide good reference material . The central VB GUI
control and monitoring example can be implemented into various controls projects in a
reasonable timeframe. The challenge was expanded when it was decided to develop
simultaneous serial communications without the use of any off-the-shelf communication
package. Also, the serial communications development was expanded to include binary and
ASCII character bi-directional communication. A variety of software solutions and data
decoding methods were incorporated to handle these options.
Project Scope
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The project started by determining how real-world controller communication problems could be
understood and applied to microcontrollers2. First, the RS-232 serial communications protocol
was selected due to its popularity. One main objective was to create a factory simulation with
multiple microcontroller types and software languages. The first microcontroller was the
Motorola 68HC11 (MC02) programmed in assembly language. Next, the Z-World
microcontroller (MC04) based, on the Zilog Z-180 processor was purchased due to the fact that it
is programmed with the C language. It was decided that the final two microcontrollers would be
the EMAC (MC01) and GE Fanuc Micro-PLC (MC03) microcontrollers. MC01 was
programmed with BASIC-52. The MC03 microcontroller is was an appropriate controller since
it was programmed in the ladder language. Finally, the fifth software language chosen was
Microsoft’s Visual Basic (VB), because it is a popular and widely used language that can provide

powerful GUI features. The communication between the microcontrollers and PC was handled
with the Comtrol RocketPort system. This provided up to thirty-two PC COM ports, which
allowed each microcontroller to be connected to a separate COM port. Figure 1 outlines the
project signal flow concept, which became the basic system design principle.
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Figure 1. Project Design Concept

Once the main controller system and communication network was established, the next issue was
to determine what should be interfaced and controlled. Taking a real-world approach, several
components were selected, ranging from industrial components to the motorized cam from a
discarded dishwasher. Detailed thought was given to provide actual factory simulation
scenarios. For that reason, MC033 was chosen to control most simulation devices due to its
industrial design features, isolated relay outputs and sinking or sourcing inputs.
The project was then developed on one portable demonstration platform with a removable
factory simulation panel shown in Figure 2. The goal was to provide a clean demonstration
board and show concepts could be followed during factory equipment development. Cable and
wire management was achieved by containing cables and wires in wire trays and sub-surface
panel routing. Wire ties were used to bundle loose cables and wires. Spare wires were folded
back and heat-shrink was applied to allow for future expansion.
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The panel’s power supply provided –12, 5, 12 and 24 Volts Direct Current (VDC) distributed
through power terminal blocks. It was very important to keep the entire panel’s signal commons
(0 VDC) connected together. This ensures all components reference the identical 0 VDC to

avoid any false differential voltage levels.
A custom printed circuit board (PCB) was developed to interface with the 68HC11 EVBU board
Inputs and Outputs (I/O) through factory simulation switching and indication6. It was named
PCB01 for documentation and reference purposes to improve I/O debugging. Other factory
design options were applied such as DIN Rail mounted screw and spring-loaded terminal blocks
and a relay to provide quick-mount space saving features to streamline wiring interfaces. One
terminal block incorporated a knife-style switch and it allowed the user to manually control
propeller power.

Figure 2. Project Top-View Photograph

Development Key Learning’s and Experimental Results
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The Comtrol RocketPort1 system was selected to provide multiple COM Port serial
communications to and from the VB program based GUI. Binary and ASCII string data was
effectively transmitted and received between the four microcontrollers and VB through the
RocketPort1 system. The initial testing was performed with a loop-back connector to ensure bidirectional COM port operation. The provided software allowed system testing between the
software driver, the ISA PCB controller, interface cable, breakout module and loop-back
connector. Once that was verified, the next experiments were between two PC’s with the
RocketPort system connected to one PC and HyperTerminal running on the second PC. The next
considerable challenge was to resolve how VB would interface with the RocketPort system.
Through research, MSComm was found to be the serial interface solution since Comtrol did not
provide VB specific drivers. The RocketPort interface turned out to be easy once MSComm
serial communications had been developed. Note MSComm only supports COM ports one to
sixteen, which makes RocketPort COM ports seventeen to twenty invalid for VB.

MC03 was found not to have the ability to receive serial data late in the development cycle. This
limitation was a surprise for the project and GE Fanuc factory technical representatives. This is
understandable due to the large quantity of PLC models GE Fanuc sells. A solution was
designed by directly wiring MC04’s outputs six to fourteen to MC03’s inputs eight to sixteen.
Then, the transmitted serial data planned for MC03 was sent to MC04 and transferred to MC03
through discrete I/O lines7.
Serial data monitors and adapters were very useful with data transfer debugging. The serial
monitors use dual-color LED’s to reflect data flow, and some include jumper and switch
capability to modify signal connections. These monitors and adapters reduced development time
and on occasion added problems. Experimentation discovered an in-line monitor caused
communication conflicts between MC02 and the PC.
Light tree indicator states were programmed to align with standard industrial machine
operations. Indicator definitions can change for different companies and tools, but similarities
do remain. See Table 1 for a listing of all light tree states.
Table 1. Programmed Light Tree Indicator States
Color
Green
Red

Type
Solid
Blinking

Description
System Normal – Ready for normal operation.
Unacknowledged System Alarm – Major factory simulation problem
occurred. Blinking continues until user acknowledges alarm.

Red

Solid

Acknowledged System Alarm – Acknowledged major
factory simulation problem exists. Condition continues until
problem is not detected.

Yellow

Blinking

Yellow

Solid

Unacknowledged System Warning – Minor factory simulation problem.
Blinking continues until user acknowledges warning.
Acknowledged System Warning – Acknowledged minor factory
simulation problem exists. Condition continues until problem is not
detected.
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Realistic simulations included alarm and warning systems. The warning system monitors hot
temperatures and high light intensity events. The VB GUI displays and flashes the warning
message and the description of the problem. At that time, the light tree flashes the yellow
indicators and PCB01 mounted beeper is activated. GUI and light tree flashing changes to solid
indication when warning is user acknowledged, and the beeper is deactivated (silenced) when the
warning is acknowledged. The indication disappears only when the warning is acknowledged
and the problem is corrected. Factory alarms are activated in cases such as excessive
temperature or insufficient light intensity. The alarm functionality is identical to that of the
warnings except for the message text content and the light tree indicators are red. The user is
also warned to power on the propeller at low speed when the temperature warning appears, and a
GUI message directing the user to power the propeller on at high speed is displayed when the
temperature is too hot. Additionally, the blue light tree indicators are activated when either the
high light intensity or hot temperature warnings are active. The blue indicators signify that user
support is required to maintain the system. Required maintenance could include replacing the
light bulb or disconnecting the resistive heater.

Several interface problems were encountered, including signal matching and mismatches. Some
solutions included moving the signal to another device or changing the signal voltage levels.
One unique situation occurred when the double-pole double-throw relay DPDT was used to
control the propeller’s low and high speed. This is a simple concept of connecting one set of
contacts to +12 VDC and signal common and the other to +24 VDC and signal common. The
motor power contacts were connected to the relay common contacts. A problem occurred only
when the motor speed was changed from high to low. The propeller’s speed reduction caused
abnormal system problems, motor speed fluctuations and indicator flickering. The problem was
quickly isolated to the propeller’s motor back feeding the low speed +12 VDC line with the just
switched +24 VDC voltage level. Placing an isolation diode in the motor power line easily
solved the problem.
The Assembly language based MC026 used closed-loop control architecture to operate the selfbalancing pendulum (PEND01) with two analog inputs and eight discrete outputs. The output bit
status was determined by the difference between the required position and the actual position.
Due to being sinking logic, a value of one activates the corresponding discrete output to zero
volts. A zero output status bit caused the sinking output level to float at approximately +5 VDC.
The GUI sent one force data bit to select between the bread-board mounted potentiometer or VB
GUI position control. This bit is controlled by a user-controlled check box. A user controlled
slide bar controls the VB GUI pendulum position. The eight discrete output bits are connected to
an external 8-bit Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and its analog output signal controls the
pendulum mounted power transistor. The power transistor controlled the solenoid current input
based on the DAC output level. Two photo-resistors were wired in series to provide the
pendulum’s position. The photo-resistor was very sensitive to light intensity changes with 1 k
Ohms when not blocked and 150 k Ohms Fwhen blocked by the pendulum arm. A +5 VDC zener
diode was added across MC02’s analog input for protection. Fine tuning was enabled with a
potentiometer.
The closed-loop control operated as follows. If the error was negative, all DAC outputs were off
and the power transistor and solenoid power off. Gravity pulled the pendulum in the opposite
direction to balance the system. When the payload increased, the pendulum rotated clockwise,
light intensity increased and both Rref resistance and Vfeedback decreased. The control loop
corrected this action by calculating the error and applying it to eight MC02 discrete outputs. The
outputs drove an eight-bit DAC and it controlled the pendulum’s solenoid to rotate the pendulum
counter-clockwise. If the error approaches zero then the solenoid current also approaches zero.
Figure 3 shows the pendulum electrical connections in schematic format.
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Thesis Project Pendulum (PEND01), Light Intensity (LS01 & LB01), Temperature Sensing and (TMSTR01, HEAT01) Schematic
By: Dan Dangelo, ASU, Spring 2002
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Fig. 3. Self-Balancing Pendulum, Light Sensor and Temperature Sensor Schematic

Electrical Interface Challenges
I/O electrical interfacing can be challenging. For example, sinking refers to zero VDC activating
an input or an output’s level when activated. Sourcing refers to the input’s specified voltage
being reached and it is activated. The stated standard rules apply for most computer-based
systems. Some companies reverse the terms sinking and sourcing because the source reference
is reversed. This is frequently seen in automobile automation designs. At its most basic
elemental level, computer based designs reference the component as sinking a signal to zero
VDC and not the input sinking the component to zero VDC. Thus, one must use caution when
designing a new control system. A sourcing output drives the specified voltage level when the
output is activated. Open collector outputs allow a range of activation voltages and are
electrically wired to provide required values.
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Fortunately, many controllers like MC02 provide configurable sinking or sourcing +5 VDC
inputs. But, I/O voltage level differences may require voltage level shifters, relays or optical
isolators. During this project, various interface flexibility and problems were encountered. The
+5 and +24 VDC components were wired to compatible I/O and MC03 relay output contact
isolation. The light tree used LEDs for indication and they required current limiting resistors to
allow MC03 output relays to control them with positive +24 VDC. The capacitive proximity

sensor (S01) can operate on within a positive +10 VDC to +24 VDC input voltage range, but
sinks (drives signal to zero VDC) when an object is sensed. Thus, it could be wired to MC03’s
+24 VDC input circuit, but not the other microcontroller’s +5 VDC input circuits. The inductive
proximity sensor (S02) also operates in the +12 to +24 VDC input voltage range.
The temperature thermistor sensor and the light photo-resistor changed resistance values when
temperature or light intensity changed. They were wired to voltage divider circuits to interface
with the zero to positive +5 VDC MC02 analog inputs. Note the following temperature sensing
design rule: metal resistance increases with temperature and semiconductor material (thermistor)
resistance decreases. Also, a thermistor is very accurate in small temperature range.
Static electricity dangerous to electronic devices and destroys components when discharges
occur in the wrong areas. Therefore, a grounded wrist strap was provided with this project to be
worn when working with the components. Grounded cables discussed in the next paragraph help
protect systems, but were not there main function.
Electrical noise immunity was improved by following proper earth grounding and cable
shielding methods. The PE01 terminal strip was provided exclusively to connect system earth
grounds and shielded cable drain wires. PE01’s source is the AC power line’s (wall outlet) earth
ground. This is an important practice to follow when sensitive control signals can be affected by
electromagnetic interference (EMI). The earth-grounded shielded-cables intercept most of the
EMI noise and drain it to the system earth ground. Grounding methods are debatable, a
developing science and treated like black magic. Grounding at the signal source end only was
followed for this project. Some engineers will design grounding cables at both cable ends for
signals less than 500 MHZ. Care must be taken to route signal cables away from power lines
and at a right angle. The angle reduces the EMI to minimal levels and can be understood by
following the “Right Hand Rule”.
Cables and wire colors were identified and tracked with numbers and color-coding. Yellow
identification labels were attached to cables for tracking. System Connectivity and I/O Map
documents were developed to track cable and wire details. Industrial standards exist which
regulate wire colors; these standards were followed in this project. The standards bring
conflicting problems when interfacing components built following European verses United
States standards. Simple labels can cause considerable electrical problems such as MC04’s
“GND” referring to 0 VDC rather than earth ground. Some devices used in this project were
wired by following the IEC (CE) standards and others follow the UL standards. Schematic
symbols are also debatable. For example, “V” versus “D” can be used for a diode. The
following Tables 2 through 4 include informational only examples.
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Table 2. Symbol and Wiring Specifications
Abbreviation
ANSI
CE
CSA
DOD
EU
IEC
IEEE
ISA
MIL
NEC
NFPA
UL

Organization Name
American National Standards Institute
European Conformity or Conformity Europe
Canadian Standards Associations
Department of Defense
European Union Create CE directives
International Electrotechnical Commission
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Instrument Society of America
Military Standards
National Electric Code
National Fire and Protection Agency
Underwriters Laboratory Inc.

Table 3. Wire Color Examples Referencing IEC and UL Specifications
Abbreviation
BLK
BLU
BLK
WHT
BLK
BRN
WHT
LT BLU
GRN
GRN/YEL

Wire Color
Low Voltage Power Common
IEC Low Voltage Power Common
IEC Low Voltage Signals
Low Voltage Signals
NEC AC High Voltage Hot Power Line
IECAC High Voltage Hot Power Line
NEC AC High Voltage Neutral Power Line
AC High Voltage Neutral Power Line
NEC Earth Ground
IEC Earth Ground

Table 4. Industry Standard Specification Examples
Specification
Wiring, Aircraft, Installation of
Wiring, Guided Missile, Installation of General Specification for
Engineering Drawing Practices
Printed Wiring for Electronic Equipment
Printed – Wiring and Printed-Circuits Terms and Definitions
Examples:
Block Diagram – Shows circuit information in a more simplified form
than the Single Line Diagram. It represents the circuit functions by the
means of single lines and rectangular blocks without using graphical
symbols or reference designators.
Cable Assembly – A cable of a definite continuous length, having one or
more ends processed or terminated in fittings, which provide for
connection to other items.
Standard General Requirements for Electronic Equipment
Identification Coding and Application of Hook Up and Lead Wire
Dimensioning and Tolerance
Electrical and Electronics Diagrams
Graphic Symbols for Electrical and Electronics Diagrams

MIL-STD-454
MIL-STD-681
ANSI Y14.5
ANSI Y14.15
ANSI Y32.2
(IEEE 315)
ANSI Y32.14
ANSI Y32.16
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Graphic Symbols for Logic Diagrams
Reference Designations for Electrical and Electronics Parts and Equip.

Description
MIL-W-5088
MIL-W-8160
DOD-STD-100
MIL-STD-275
MIL-STD-429

Visual Basic Program Overview
The key objective was to write a VB program to simultaneously provide bi-directional
communications through four serial COM ports via the RocketPort connected to four
microcontrollers5. Additional goals included determining, designing, testing and reliably using
several forms of serial data communication techniques to identify microcontroller advantages
and limitations. This was demonstrated by using ASCII character and binary data bi-direction
communications, different data decoding methods, event driven versus polling communication
methods, output signal forcing, handling discrete/analog data and more. By successfully
utilizing these four different microcontrollers, this project aligned with real-world applications
since each posed different difficulties. Figure 4 shows the GUI screen with one alarm active on
the right side.

Fig. 4. Screenshot – Project GUI Screen During

Conclusion
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This project provided numerous real-world factory communication scenarios and solutions by
utilizing the PC-based GUI, four unique industrial microcontrollers and five software languages.
The simultaneous bi-directional RS-232 serial communication showed the system’s power,
flexibility, complexity, problems and solutions. The GUI control, alarming and monitoring
enabled complete problem set. The various interface and control additions revealed several ways
to enable factory system operation. The unique module and component selections addressed
useful features while incorporating closed-loop control, DACs, discrete I/O and indication. The
inductive, capacitive, light, mechanical and temperature sensor additions improved the control

and monitoring capabilities. The self-balancing pendulum enhanced the hardware and software
control system integration capabilities while showing unique operational results.
The project was extremely time consuming and detail oriented. Controller and component reuse
would have significantly reduced the effort, but many lessons would have not been learned. This
information should be used on future projects to provide a reuse based system with the
controllers and components that best fit the application. Reuse will reduce the electrical
interface challenges with proper early planning. Many other controllers are available and contain
some of the parameters as the ones used in this project. The VB programming language is
recommended for GUI development due to its object oriented nature and ease of use.
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